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Neuro-Logical Levels 
 

NLP Logical Levels: How does this model work? 

Changes happen at many levels of our being.  Some are merely behavioural 

and some are at a higher level such as our identity.  All types of change serve 

to help us move forward and it is even better to facilitate changes on many 

levels of being simultaneously. 

What you will learn in this exercise: 

 You learn to distinguish between various levels of change and ask 

questions to promote change on many levels. 

 “We do not change in bits and pieces, but organically.  The question is, 

exactly where does the butterfly have to move its wings?  Where to 

push to make a difference?  Learning and change can take place at 

many levels.”  (O’Connor et al., Introducing NLP, p.78)   

Although there are many beliefs about change and what it is, change can 

cause stress and worry if the person is feeling that someone is trying to 

change them rather being an active part of the change process. Changes can 

be incremental, shifts or leaps, depending on which level they are made at 

or what is going with the leader at that time.  Neither type of change is 

‘best.’ 

Coach U defines shifts and leaps in the following ways: 

“Shifts: Literally, a shift is a transition from one place or position to 

another, and includes a change, exchange, or substitution of something.  

It means to put something aside, such as a concept or understanding, and 

replace it with another.  A shift can be systematic, following an 

established path of growth, or it can happen suddenly.  Shifts are 

observable in resulting behaviours. 

“Leaps: To leap is to literally spring from one point or position to another.  

It involves jumping or springing over something to get to another place.  

In personal development, a leap is sudden and quick, not following a 
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prescribed pattern of growth, and is usually accompanied with the 

most obvious of all leader developments observed by a coach.” 

(Coach U handbook, p. 182) 

Robert Dilts has identified six focus areas in which people can affect various 

levels of change.  He calls these the neuro-logical levels.  They are also 

referred to as the logical levels. 

Example of  NLP Logical Levels of Change  

An impulsive leader  seeking change in impatient and hasty response to co-

worker 

The six logical levels of change are: 

1. Environment 

2. Behaviour 

3. Capabilities and Skills 

4. Beliefs and Values 

5. Identity 

6. Purpose 

 

Environment 

If a person wants to be more patient and control emotions, they may have 

to find a new location to resolve conflict . If their office does not offer the 

ideal safe environment, then he/she faces the difficulty at the environment 

level. 

Behaviour 

This is what a person does. What would a person do, in order to grow 

patience? He or she would practice  ways to change his or her non-

resourceful state to a state of calmness.  

Capabilities and Skills 

Does the person have the necessary capabilities and skills to make the 

change? 
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Beliefs and Values 

Is the person's Belief System in alignment with his/ her outcome? (e.g. I 

respect people with other maps of reality) 

Identity 

Does what the person thinks who he/she is, in alignment with his/her 

outcome? This level is about the various roles we play in our lives.  (e.g. 

bossy  know-it all, pushy salesperson, etc.) 

Purpose 

This is the level  of spirituality, higher purpose and connecting to something 

bigger than we are . It doesn’t have to be religious and can be a sense of 

being part of a community.  Everyone of us is part of a bigger system and 

how we contribute to the bigger system defines our purpose in life. 

 

The Six Neuro-Logical Levels  

Derived from NLP Partners Basic NLP Practitioner Training Student Handbook 

and Introducing Neuro-linguistic Programming. 

Level Questions Basic question to 
identify change 

Purpose/spirituality Who else?   
What is my connection to a   
larger system? Why are we 
here?  
Who or what else does this 
affect? 

Who else? 

Identity What are my top three values?  
Who am I? 

Who? 

Beliefs What do I believe Why? 

Capabilities What are my skills, strategies, 
or action plans? 

How? 

Behaviours What are my behaviours What? 

Environment What do I react to: my 
surroundings, people I meet, 
etc? 

Where? 
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When facilitating the change process, you can begin at the bottom of 

the neuro-logical levels (environment level) and work your way up, at 

the top (spiritual level) and work down or anywhere in between.  It depends 

on the person and the issue and at what level they need to build resources.  

Change at the spiritual, or identity level will almost certainly affect the 

person’s beliefs, capabilities, behaviours and environment.   

Dilt’s describes “the function of each level is to synthesize, organize and 

direct the interactions on the level below it. Changing something on an 

upper level would necessarily “radiate” downwards, precipitating change on 

the lower level. Changing something on a lower level could, but not 

necessarily, affect the upper levels.” (Encyclopaedia of systemic Neuro-

Linguistic Programming and NLP New Coding, Robert Dilts and Judith 

Delozier, 2000.) 

Ideally you will work at all levels so that deep changes are supported by new 

behaviours, capabilities and changes in environment.  People need a balance 

of deep transformational change coupled with practical everyday tools to 

put the changes into practice. 

 

Coaching Exercise  

Find a friend, partner or colleague that you have great rapport with. In 

partners, coach each other for approximately 10 minutes each (exercise 

below).  Start with creating a solid connection/confidentiality and then elicit 

the meeting agreement (specific outcome of what you are looking for at end 

of 10minute conversation). As an example,   an individual could identify the 

outcome of the meeting to be to respond differently to the boss by taking 3 

deep breaths before you speak. 

Create awareness by asking questions which start at the environment level, 

work up to the spiritual level, then back down to the environment level 

again, fully solidifying the change.   
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Questions can be asked as follows: 

Environment  

“When and where do you want to __ (outcome of meeting agreement)?” 

Behaviour  

“What do you need to do in order to __(outcome of meeting agreement)__ 

in those times and places?” 

Capabilities  

“How will you carry out those __(outcome of meeting agreement)__ 

behaviours?”   

“What capabilities do you have/need to do those actions in those times and 

places?” 

Beliefs  

“What beliefs do you need to have?” 

Identity/Values 

“What is important?” 

“Who are you as a _____?”  

Spiritual 

“Who else are you serving as a _____?”    

“What is your vision?” 

Identity/Values  

“What is important now?” 

Beliefs 

 “What are your beliefs now?” 

Continue on next page . . . 
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Capability  

“What are you capable of now?” 

Behaviour 

 “What can you do now?” 

Environment 

 “Where will you make those changes?” 

 

(Questions adapted from the work of Robert Dilts) 

 

 

 

What have you learned about logical levels? 

 

Changes occur on many levels.  Ideally you will work at all levels so that deep 

changes are supported by new behaviours, capabilities and changes in 

environment.  People need a balance of deep transformational change 

coupled with practical everyday tools to put them into practice.   

Created with special permission to re-publish: Become a coach – Coaching 
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